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Abstract

For many large-scale datasets it is necessary to reduce dimensionality to the point where further exploration and analysis can take

place. Principal variables are a subset of the original variables and preserve, to some extent, the structure and information carried

by the original variables. Dimension reduction using principal variables is considered and a novel algorithm for determining such

principal variables is proposed. This method is tested and compared with 11 other variable selection methods from the literature

in a simulation study and is shown to be highly effective. Extensions to this procedure are also developed, including a method to

determine longitudinal principal variables for repeated measures data, and a technique for incorporating utilities in order to modify

the selection process. The method is further illustrated with real datasets, including some larger UK data relating to patient outcome

after total knee replacement.
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1. Introduction

The focus of this paper is on dimension reduction of a multivariate dataset, constrained by the need to retain only

a subset of the original variables for further investigation. Following (McCabe, 1984), we shall term such a subset

the principal variables (PVs) for the dataset, under specified criteria. The particular advantage of employing PVs for

dimension reduction is that any remaining variables can be discarded. Principal component analysis (PCA) is highly

effective at providing a reduced-dimension representation, but typically still requires all the original variables. McCabe

(1984) discusses the deficiencies of PCA methods in this context, and lays the groundwork for generating PVs under a

number of optimality criteria. The selection of subsets of original variables, for example for applications in regression

modelling, has a long and ongoing history (Krzanowski and Marriott, 1994). The approach described here is not tied to

any such application, but was motivated by the need to reduce dimension before carrying out longitudinal chain graph

modelling. Such a requirement is increasingly a feature of many application areas, particularly those involving very

large datasets with thousands of variables.

We begin in Section 3 by describing existing techniques for selecting PVs. In Section 4 we show that the usual

spectral decomposition leads to an alternative criterion for variable selection. In Section 5 we describe a stepwise

algorithm for variable selection using this criterion. In Section 6 we show how the method can be extended to take

into account utilities expressed over the variables, and we discuss constructing PVs in the situation where there are

repeated measurements on the full set of variables. In Section 7, scree-type plots are introduced to help decide on the
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